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Tutorial questions are starred. Advanced questions are marked A.

1∗ Work through Matlab Example 2 on the computer.

2∗ Solve with Matlab using the two-phase method. A hospital wants to design a
dinner menu containing two items M and N . Each gm of M provides 1 unit of
vitamin A and 2 units of vitamin B. Each gm of N provides 1 unit of vitamin
A and 1 unit of vitamin B. The two dishes must provide at least 7 units of
vitamin A and at least 10 units of vitamin B. If each gm of M costs 8 cents and
each gm of N costs 12 cents, how many gm of each item should the hospital
serve to minimize its cost?

3. Solve with Matlab using the two-phase method. Holiday Airline Service wants
to fly 1000 members of a travel club to Rome. The airline owns two types of
planes, Type A can carry 100 passengers and type B can carry 200 passengers.
Type A will cost the airline $10,000 for the trip and type B will cost $12,000
for the trip. If each aeroplane requires eight stewardesses and there are only
48 stewardesses available, how many planes of each type should be used to
minimize the airline’s cost for the trip?

4∗A Solve with Matlab the following LP-problem using the two-phase method.

Max Z = −2x1 − 6x2 + 7x3 − 2x4 − 4x5

s.t. 4x1 − 3x2 + 8x3 − x4 = 12
− x2 + 12x3 − 3x4 + 4x5 = 20

and all xj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , 5.

5∗A Solve Questions 2 and 4 with Matlab using the Matlab linear programming
command linprog. (This command, which is in the Optimisation Toolbox but
not Matlab itself, has replaced the previous command lp.) For details on this
command type help linprog in Matlab.

6A Solve the following LP problem using the big-M method by Matlab with a
suitably large numerical value of M. A manufacturer of lawn products wants to
prepare a fertilizer by mixing two ingredients, GROW and THRIVE. Each kg
of GROW contains 4 gm of nitrogen and 4 gm of phosphate, while each kg of
THRIVE contains 10 gm of nitrogen and 2 gm of phosphate. The final product
must contain at least 100 gm of nitrogen and at least 60 gm of phosphate. If
each kg of GROW costs $1.00 and each kg of THRIVE costs $1.50, how many
kg of each ingredients should be mixed if the manufacturer wants to minimize
his cost?


